The fourth International Standard for Human Urinary FSH and LH: specificities of LH seminal vesicle weight gain assays in the collaborative study differ between laboratories.
The fourth International Standard for Human Urinary FSH and LH (IS; in ampoules coded 98/704) was compared with the third International Standard for Urinary FSH and LH (IS 71/264) by 10 laboratories in nine countries, using FSH and LH in vivo bioassays. Estimates of the FSH content of the IS by augmented ovarian weight gain assays were homogeneous within each laboratory and over all laboratories. The combined weighted geometric mean estimate of FSH content of the IS (with 95% fiducial limits) in terms of IS 71/264 was 71.9 (69.0-74.9) IU/ampoule. Although estimates by seminal vesicle weight gain (SVW) assays of the relative LH activities of the IS and IS 71/264 were homogeneous within laboratories, estimates were heterogeneous between laboratories. This indicated differences between the spectrum of LH isoforms in the IS and IS 71/264, which were obtained from different manufacturers, and differences between the specificities of SVW assays performed in different laboratories. The differences between the specificities of SVW assays appeared to be related to interactions among mean laboratory seminal vesicle weights, age and genetic strain of rat. The finding of inter-laboratory differences in the specificities of SVW assays is of some significance, as this assay method has been generally adopted by Pharmacopoeias for the control of the LH content of therapeutic products. The combined unweighted geometric mean estimate of LH content of the IS (with 95% fiducial limits) in terms of IS 71/264 by SVW and ovarian ascorbate depletion assays was 70.2 (61.7-80.0) IU/ampoule. Estimates of the FSH and LH content of ampoules of the IS kept at increased temperatures suggested that the IS would be adequately stable under normal storage conditions. On the basis of these results, the World Health Organization Expert Committee on Biological Standardization established the preparation in ampoules coded 98/704 as the fourth International Standard for Human Urinary FSH and LH, and assigned to the contents of each ampoule an activity of 72 International Units of urinary FSH and an activity of 70 International Units of urinary LH.